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This report was prepared as an account of work sponsored by an 
agency of the United States Government.  Neither the United States 
Government nor any agency Thereof, nor any of their employees, 
makes any warranty, express or implied, or assumes any legal 
liability or responsibility for the accuracy, completeness, or 
usefulness of any information, apparatus, product, or process 
disclosed, or represents that its use would not infringe privately 
owned rights.  Reference herein to any specific commercial product, 
process, or service by trade name, trademark, manufacturer, or 
otherwise does not necessarily constitute or imply its endorsement, 
recommendation, or favoring by the United States Government or any 
agency thereof.  The views and opinions of authors expressed herein 
do not necessarily state or reflect those of the United States 
Government or any agency thereof. 
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UNCLASfiD 

Lexington Project Report #6̂ 4-

Suhject; Power Plants Meeting with RAND and NAA 
Notes By: A. R. Gruber 
Date: Jvdj 2, 19W 
Place: Lexington 

Dr. R. W. Dayton of the Battelle Institute reviewed the work vhich has 
been done (and is being continued) by his group for RAND on the special 
problems encountered in a porous and folded reactor. They haxe studied 
heat and fluid flow through porous m̂ edia with a view toward extrapolating 
for the extreme flux conditions which woujd occur in a reactor. 

Dayton described his experiments on gas flov through electrically 
heated porous nickel (nickel was ^sed solely for ease in experimentation) 
specimens (Figure I). Currents of up to I5OO aatps were applied to the 
spool-shaped specimens, with a gas flow {l(yjo H2» 90^) passing through 
1/2 to Inm.. of porous {kO to I50 mesh particles) wall; fluxes ran as 
high as 15 kw. per c.c. of porous solid. The temperature of the effluent 
gas was from 95-995^ of the surface temperattire, and the temperature of 
the gas in the bore was undetermined. (So this is not much good as a 
heat-transfer experiment.) 

They integrated the press^^re drop (for T constant in wall and for 
T decreasing linearly in wall) and compared with experiment. Eor porous 

16 
media, a friction factor can be defined as f = — 4- '^> where b is a 

Re 
roioghness factor and the Reynolds number is Re = '^^,P^ ^^^ which 
Tg is the radius of an equivalent straight tube). ~" -A Thermal 
instability was encountered in the neighborhood of 1200 - 1500°F. 

Smith asked vhat size reactor would be needed to handle an airflow 
of 100 cfs. Thompson (NAA) estimated that a 3-foot diameter reactor 
would be reasonable. 

For flow through porous walls with a friction factor of the form 
assumed, po^ - pl^ is constant, so the -pressure drops are not extreme 
when the system is pressurized. 

Dayton spoke briefly on the thermal stress problem. He based his 
remarks on the case of a cooling stream flowing by both sides of a flat 
plate, with uniform heat production in the plate (and, consequently, a 
parabolic temperature profile). See Figure 2 

For ordinary ceramic materials, stresses woxild be higher than for 
graphite, which has a low moduluB of elasticity. 

Dayton pointed out that for a folded reactor the thermal stresses 
can be reduced greatly by having the plates free to warp. 
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The calcTilation of total pressure drop thro-ugh a folded reactor 
remains a mysterious and controversial subject, but in general even a 
pessimistic approach gives the conclTision that pressure drops are fairly 
small. Experiments and further study are badly needed. 

Dayton gave numbers for a sample folded-plate reactor which he has 
calculated (assuming that the air coolant loses all its kinetic head 
entering plate). 

Figure 3 
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Power = 200,000 kw. 
Equivalent pore radius = 0.00̂ 1- cm. 
Plate thickness =1.5 cm. 
'Equivalent L =» 80 

D 
Reactor is a ij- ft. cube 
Total plate area "? 675 sq. ft. 
Solid = 21 ft.^ (35^ porosity) 

Dayton suggested strongly that further folded-reactor sbudy shoiild 
include study of drilled-plate reactors. 

He outlined the experimental method which will be used in further 
studies to obtain heat-transfer coefficients. A cyclic temperature 
variation is imposed upstream of the specimen, and the temperatiore wave 
(which has been changed in phase and amplitude) is measured downstream. 
Good accuracy can be obtained, since the heat-transfer coefficient can 
be calculated without having to measure the surface temperature of the 
solid. 
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Test Apparatus - Gas Flow Through Porous Walls 

Fig. 1 

Material 

Steel 

Graphite 

Cal 
^ aed cm°C 

.03 

.06 

Kw 
Flux dp 

.25 

.125 

J. (in) 

.11 
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